
If you liked John Green's "A Fault in Our Stars"

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl by Jesse Andrews
Seventeen-year-old Greg has managed to become part of every social group at his Pittsburgh high school without having any
friends, but his life changes when his mother forces him to befriend Rachel, a girl he once knew in Hebrew school who has
leukemia. (2012)

Dear Life, You Suck by Scott Blagden
An oldest ward in a Catholic boys' home in Maine, irreverent 17-year-old Cricket unenthusiastically considers various prospects
before concluding that life is no longer worth living, an outlook that is transformed when he meets an unusual girl. (2013)

Before I Die by Jenny Downham
A terminally ill teenaged girl makes and carries out a list of things to do before she dies. (2007)

If I Stay by Gayle Forman
With no memory of the car accident itself, 17-year-old Mia must come to terms with never really knowing what happened one
horrific winter's day that changed her life forever. (2009) Where She Went (2011) is the sequel.

Looking for Alaska by John Green
Sixteen-year-old Miles' first year at Culver Creek Preparatory School in Alabama includes good friends and great pranks, but is
defined by the search for answers about life and death after a fatal car crash. (2005)

The F-it list by Julie Halpern
When the emotional strain of her father's accidental death is exacerbated by her boyfriend's infidelity, Alex refocuses on her
family life only to learn that her best friend, Becca, is dying of cancer, a situation that compels Alex to help Becca complete a
bucket list. (2013)

Forever Changes by Brendan Halpin
Dealing with the daily struggle of cystic fibrosis, Brianna's outlook on life is uninspired and measured in periods of time, but a
change in circumstances in her senior year makes her finally realize that anything is possible. (2008)

Please Ignore Vera Dietz by A. S. King
Years after the boy she always loved ruined her life in a cruel betrayal, Vera, who is hiding a discovery she made about her mother,
wonders what to do when the boy dies under suspicious circumstances that could be explained by the secrets she has kept for
him. (2010)
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If you liked John Green's "A Fault in Our Stars"

Twenty Boy Summer by Sarah Ockler
While on vacation in California, 16-year-old best friends Anna and Frankie conspire to find a boy for Anna's first kiss, but Anna
harbors a painful secret that threatens their lighthearted plan and friendship. (2009)

Eleanor & Park by Rainbow Rowell
Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed high school misfits whose intelligence tells
them that first loves almost never last but whose feelings prevent them from remaining as practical. (2013)

The Beginning of Everything by Robyn Schneider
In the wake of a tragic accident, former star athlete and prom king Ezra Faulkner finds his life irreparably transformed in ways that
cause him to forge an unexpected bond with eccentric newcomer, Cassidy Thorpe. (2013)

Somebody up There Hates You by Hollis Seamon
Dying of cancer in a hospice, 17-year-old prankster Richard has big plans for his final days . (2013)

Winger by Andrew Smith
Two years younger than his classmates at a prestigious boarding school, 14-year-old Ryan Dean West grapples with living in
Opportunity Hall, the dorm for troublemakers; falling for his female best friend who thinks of him as just a kid; and playing wing on
the Varsity rugby team with some of his frightening new dormmates, including the biggest bully on the team. (2013)

How to Say Goodbye in Robot by Natalie Standiford
After arriving at her new school and being seated next to Jonah, a sad boy who is rumored to have not made a friend in years,
Beatrice's compassion for his lonely state compels her to reach out to him and, with time and patience, learn what he needs to
heal his wounded soul. (2009)

OCD, the Dude, and Me by Lauren Roedy Vaughn
In attitude and appearance, Danielle Levine stands out even at her alternative high school. When her scathing and sometimes
raunchy English essays land her in a social skills class, she meets Daniel, another social misfit who may just break her resolve to
keep everyone at arm's length. (2013)

The Probability of Miracles by Wendy Wunder
Having spent several years in and out of hospitals for a life-threatening illness, pragmatic 16-year-old Cam is relocated by her
miracle-seeking mother to a town in Maine known for its mystical healing qualities, a place Cam dismisses until she witnesses
unusual phenomena and befriends a boy who encourages her to achieve various milestones before she dies. (2011)
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